CREATE STEM SUCCESS INITIATIVE (CSSI) 2022 - 2023

CSSI YEAR 10 HIGHLIGHTS

ALMOST 20 GRANTS THIS YEAR

$26.4 Million
in grants brought to UC San Diego with support of CREATE-CSSI staff.

2,000+ CSSI projects
with UC San Diego and community partners.

14 National Science Foundation (NSF) grant supports specifically offered to UC San Diego Faculty.

110+ evaluations conducted on projects supporting K-20 students and educators to date.

300+
UC San Diego faculty, staff, postdocs, and student organizations supported to conceptualize, design, expand, evaluate, or execute education equity projects, including outreach/education plans and broader impact/evaluation for more competitive grants.

300+
teacher professional development efforts supported with immediate impact on hundreds of local precollege students each year and thousands more over time.

SINCE WE STARTED (YEARS 1-10)

See our “Recent Supports to Faculty” list.